
MyMeet.io Celebrates Remarkable Success on
AppSumo with an Exclusive Lifetime Deal

MyMeet.io is an AI powered end-to-end client

interaction platform designed for professionals
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MyMeet.io's AI-powered consultancy

software launched on AppSumo and has

quickly gained global acclaim for

professionals to manage their

appointments.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, July 3,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- MyMeet.io

is thrilled to announce the

extraordinary success of the AI-

powered consultancy software on

AppSumo. Just one week after its

launch, MyMeet.io has received an

overwhelming response from

consultants, coaches, and

entrepreneurs worldwide.

A Vision Realised

Ishan Shah - the co-founder’s journey

with MyMeet.io began with a simple

yet ambitious goal: to create a

seamless, all-in-one platform that

would revolutionize how professionals

schedule, conduct, and manage their

client meetings. Our goal with

MyMeet.io is to provide professionals with a tool that integrates all their needs into one

platform. The feedback from our early adopters has been incredible, and we're excited to offer

this exclusive lifetime deal on AppSumo. - Check out the listing here

Transforming Client Interactions

MyMeet.io offers an array of features designed to enhance client interactions and streamline

professional workflows:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://links.mymeet.io/asrprein
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- Customizable Booking Pages:

Professionals can create personalized

booking pages featuring their brand

logo, colors, and profile picture as your

booking page should reflect your

professionalism and inspire

confidence.

- Secure Video Meetings: With end-to-

end encryption, MyMeet.io ensures

that all client interactions remain

confidential and secure. 

- AI-Powered Meeting Summaries: One of the standout features of MyMeet.io is its AI-driven

meeting summaries, which provide comprehensive recaps, action items, and insights. 

- Intuitive Dashboard: The platform offers a comprehensive overview of meetings, topics, stats,

and availability. 

- Single platform to rule them all - No need to buy different subscriptions for Calendly,

zoom/Google Meet, and AI summarizers. All of them are integrated in just one MyMeet.io

Global Enthusiasm and Exclusive Offer

The launch on AppSumo has not only broadened MyMeet.io's reach but also highlighted the

growing demand for integrated tools among professionals. The early adopters have praised our

user-friendly interface and robust features. "It's incredibly rewarding to see how MyMeet.io is

transforming their workflows." one of the customers reviewed.

Key Highlights:

- Tremendous Response: Since its AppSumo launch, MyMeet.io has garnered tremendous

responses from consultants and coaches worldwide. In addition, they have received a lot of

reviews and questions from the customer base showing their much-anticipated interest.

- Global User Base: Users from over 85+ countries are now utilizing MyMeet.io, reflecting its

global appeal and effectiveness.

- Comprehensive Solution: Unlike other platforms like Calendly, Zoom, and Fireflies, MyMeet.io

combines scheduling, video meetings, and AI summaries in one platform, eliminating the need

for multiple subscriptions.

https://links.mymeet.io/asrprein


- Premium Platform: MyMeet.io offers a premium platform at an affordable price, making it

accessible to a wide range of professionals.

- Limited Time Offer: To celebrate the launch, MyMeet.io is offering a limited-time exclusive

lifetime deal on AppSumo, allowing users to access premium features at a single price.

- 60-Day Return Policy: Customers can take advantage of a 60-day return policy, ensuring

satisfaction with their purchase.

What People have to say

“Loved the MyMeet video meetings” - hemin.shah23

“I strongly recommend Mymeet.io to other founders and professionals for its ability to evolve

and elevate business…” - Shyamal

“MyMeet.io seems like it could be a game-changer for professionals looking to streamline their

services and enhance client interactions.” - catmg9894

Join the Revolution

Professionals looking to streamline their service delivery and elevate client experiences can now

join the MyMeet.io revolution and streamline their meeting workflow. 

About MyMeet.io

MyMeet.io is an innovative consultancy software powered by AI that is designed to provide

professionals with a comprehensive solution for appointment booking, scheduling, online

meetings, and payment collection. Co-founded by Ishan Shah, MyMeet.io also focuses on

simplicity, security, and profession
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